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Submit your theories - why are so many grown ass women
sexually abusing boys?
September 17, 2018 | 59 upvotes | by Little_African_Child

Every other day I see an article about a teacher or therapist who abused their power and sexually
assaulted / raped a boy. Why are so many women doing this? Do you think it's a new phenomenon or has
it always been happening, and it's only now being exposed? Let's discuss.
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Comments

somuchluv2give • 70 points • 17 September, 2018 09:28 AM 

Females do not mature much mentally passed age 14, so when they return to the classroom setting as teachers
they compete with their female students to “win” the 12-14 year old class chads.

For The really sick pedofemmes that groom preteen boys to be their devoted personal boy toy sex slaves I think
it’s more of a power and control thing.

Little_African_Child[S] • 15 points • 17 September, 2018 09:31 AM 

I saw a 4chan post a while back that basically made a similar point - gonna try to find it.

[deleted] • 4 points • 17 September, 2018 03:43 PM 

I had a principal in middle school who got her hair done the same way as the most popular girl.

Of course she was popular because all the guys thought she had a fat ass.

scottishsnowboard666 • 4 points • 17 September, 2018 06:18 PM 

Macron lol

NeverNeverLandIsNow • 1 point • 17 September, 2018 08:33 PM 

For The really sick pedofemmes that groom preteen boys to be their devoted personal boy toy sex slaves
I think it’s more of a power and control thing.

Like that Asia Argento bitch.

MGTOWrath • 28 points • 17 September, 2018 09:40 AM 

My theory? They always have been, it's just that nobody dared talk about their victims until now, so it's just been
incorrectly assumed that women aren't evil monsters because their victims were too frightened and powerless to
point the finger at the monsters who surrounded them.

maggot_brain79 • 29 points • 17 September, 2018 10:05 AM 

They can't get a 'Chad' of their own age-group, and so they prey upon younger men who are popular and well-
positioned. In such a situation, they have the advantage over the younger men due to seniority and being in a
position of 'power' and influence. Whereas popular and well-positioned men of their own age group won't even
glance at them, teenaged boys will and teenaged boys are notorious for dick-thinking.

In a system that was just and sensible, they wouldn't do this because of the dire consequences. However, since
they basically just get a smack on the wrist and probation, they don't care and will continue to do this. Look at
the contrast. Women do this shit with impunity in the school system and seldom suffer much for their behavior.
Men are actively avoiding teaching and other positions which would put them in contact with young people or
children because for them to even interact with teenagers or children is seen to be uncouth and 'creepy' by many.
Plus most men know that if a 16 year old girl accused them of sexual misconduct, they'd be crucified whether
they did it or not.

[deleted] • 4 points • 17 September, 2018 01:18 PM 
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Well you got to think about it, it's as simple as too At 25-35 however old these female teachers are probably
"Well developed" Nice big ass, and big tits vs females if you're 12-15 years old it's like who wouldn't. but as
a young guy you're blind to the fact that once this woman gets past certain age that shit won't last, and the
wall is very real.

RadikalesRadiergummi • 26 points • 17 September, 2018 02:19 PM 

My theory is actually very simple:

Because they can.

No serious issues with the law, no real social shaming, not loosing the job and not having to worry to be stabbed
to death by some (rightfully) enraged family member. They get easy young dick for free and they are always "in
control" because of their position. Easy sex, no risk, very low chance of getting some STD. Just no
disadvantages for them.

Be real guys: Would you not fuck every girl you want if you could & 100% never had to face ANY kind of
negative impact for your life? No pregnancy, no issues with the law, no social shaming, no honey trap, no gold
digging, no STD, no nothing, just easy and free sex without any risk?

Well thats the current situation for female pedophiles. Sad and simple.

BoskOfPortKar • 17 points • 17 September, 2018 09:20 AM 

An example of their predatory nature with no consequences expected.

Vidar34 • 11 points • 17 September, 2018 10:05 AM 

They can get away with it. For some women that's enough to do things.

xevolverx • 7 points • 17 September, 2018 10:28 AM 

I have thought way to much about this.

Pedophelia, hebephilia, ephebophilia are not understood completely. Other than to say youth equals1.
vitality.

Usually types of paraphelia have to do with domination or submission.2.

So either A. There is a growing need to dominate by woman due to environment or they need to habe a greater
need to submite to someone of less social standing.

B. This has always been but his now just being reported. Like the Catholic priest coverups.

johngalt1234 • 1 point • 18 September, 2018 12:14 AM 

catholic priesthood predation is primarily a gay problem. male on male predation

eduardkoopman • 5 points • 17 September, 2018 09:30 AM 

excitement,
wanting to feel/be dominant (and not submissive),

lacking empathy, compassion, morality.

the_unseen_one • 5 points • 17 September, 2018 01:27 PM 

Women are also pedophiles, ephebephiles, and hebephiles, and I'd argue that becomes more common the older
they get. Just like men, except when women fuck a child or minor, they not only get zero punishment in most
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cases, but they also continue to be accepted. Sometimes they're even treated like a victim, rather than a criminal,
and if they get pregnant the boy will have to pay child support the moment he is 18.

If you're a female predator without morals or compassion, what possible reason is there not to rape boys? There
will be virtually no legal, social, or economic consequences to doing so. It's so common because they know they
can get away with it over and over again.

Atton_Risk • 4 points • 17 September, 2018 02:00 PM 

For a woman there is little reason not too, they are unlikely at best to face legal consequence under the best of
circumstances. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermesmann_v._Seyer They are also unlikely to face vigilantly
justice and should they be caught. Their worst case scenario is a fraction of what the average man will face. If a
woman commits gun violence against her husband. She can accuse him of DV have him removed from the
house. Still retain her gun and then proceed to divorce him taking half or more of his shit. This is why a growing
number of men simply shoot to kill. If your cup cake decides its time to start shooting. Your only real chance of
any kind of reasonable justice is in a criminal court. That is how bad the law is an how unaccountable the wamen
actually is.

WikiTextBot • 2 points • 17 September, 2018 02:00 PM 

Hermesmann v. Seyer

Hermesmann v. Seyer (State of Kansas ex rel. Hermesmann v. Seyer, 847 P.2d 1273 (Kan.
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westnblue • 3 points • 17 September, 2018 10:18 AM 

power

HaywoodJablomie • 2 points • 17 September, 2018 02:03 PM 

Quite simple. Because they can.

They do what they want and can expect little to no consequence for their actions (which applies to almost all
aspects of wymyn’s lives). It goes far beyond that. They’ll find a way to play themselves as the victim and when
they see others are successful, more fucking lemmings will follow.

What makes this even worse as that the femirapists see little to no jail time, and in a lot of cases, are allowed to
keep their licence to practise, so why stop?

genesicforone • 2 points • 17 September, 2018 02:40 PM* 

its more of a biology thing.After puberty,you are a biological adult.The age 18 was meant to stop unwated
families first and foremost.

Its just a matter of consequences removed for one side.Even young teen girls would theoretically just go to the
richest adult man if they could,cause boy chad will easily lose to an adult man chad(no money,better body
etc).Hypergamy.

[deleted] • 2 points • 17 September, 2018 03:20 PM 

Struggling with this one. In the last year there have been maybe 2 dozen stories. I'm thinking that it was always
like this but we never cared and never punished women for these crimes before. I'd say though, that in the last
few years, especially with social media and #MeToo, the light is being shined more on these issues.
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thoth5431 • 1 point • 17 September, 2018 12:45 PM 

Because they're pedophiles and they can. It's always been happening. Male sexual violence has always and will
probably always be taken less seriously.

tharkyllinus • 1 point • 17 September, 2018 03:07 PM 

Because they get away with it . Very lite sentences over all.

Docbear64 • 1 point • 17 September, 2018 03:41 PM 

Because they can ... Because there are seldom consequences for an attractive woman who decides to make a "
lucky boy into a man" , because it's taboo and for many women the more fucked up the sex the better ... because
they have a feminist husband at home who decries his own masculinity and doesn't get them wet anymore but
they love how boyish and masculine Ronald in the 10th grade is .

All of the above , none of the above, I'm not sure it's awful though.

yourpronounismybitch • 1 point • 17 September, 2018 05:30 PM 

Because if they speak out they're pussies

aidsgoblin • 1 point • 18 September, 2018 03:05 AM 

Because the hivemind of the modern feminist female has determined that they can have it all, and there are no
consequences. Couple that with the other feminist assumption that men can never get raped or be taken
advantage of and there you have it.

RighteousSouljah • 1 point • 18 September, 2018 07:30 AM 

"Power."

ClassicFootyMate • 1 point • 18 September, 2018 05:15 PM 

Because they like the innocence and the natural arousal of the child. Imagine someone like Asia Argento who's
likeley been with dozens of men in all ways imaginable. She's washed up and only knows the destrictive sides of
sex. When she approched the boy it's because he wasn't as destructive and dominant as as male her age or older.
She wanted the youthfulness and fun she's had when she was first intimate herself. I don't think it's neccesarily
aboutpedophilia or about asserting dominance, it's about feeling and acting young again.
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